
17 DAYS – MADRID TO BARCELONA
Northern Spain & the Pyrenees

Cross Castile to spend 3 nights in an ancient Parador,

exploring the wonderful Rioja Wine region visiting

Logrono, spectacular Laguardia, beautiful Haro and the

fabulous Marques de Rascal winery

Visit ‘El Cid’s’ UNESCO listed Burgos, the old medieval

heart of Vitoria and famous Pamplona

Stay 3 nights on the Atlantic Coast at Santander in a

Grand period style hotel, visit Comillas and the UNESCO

town of Santillana de Mar 

Follow part of the Pilgrim’s way to San Vicente de la

Barquera, drive to Portes through the wild La Hermida

Gorge and take the spectacular cable car from Fuente De

up to the summit of the Picos de Europa

Visit Castro Urdiales harbour, on the Costa Verde, with its

colourful fishing fleet and imposing Knights Templar

castle, explore Bilbao’s grand old quarter, Saint Jean de

Luz and the dramatic French coastal resort of Biarritz

Spend 3 relaxing nights in Spain’s culinary capital of San

Sebastian, visit Monte Igueldo and experience tapas style

‘Pintxo’

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS

NEW FOR

2017!

DATE

Visit Pau and Lourdes and stay 2 nights in Tarbes, follow

a famous section of the ‘Tour de France’ route, and

catch the cable car up to the top of the Pic du Midi 

Enjoy 3 nights in the heart of historical Carcassonne,

visit medieval time capsule of Mirepoix, the ancient

Cathar citadel of Minerve, relax by the Canal du Midi,

and, sip bubbly where it was actually first invented in

the Abbey of St Hilaire in Limoux

Visit Figueres, once home to Salvador Dali, stay in the

very heart of  Barcelona and enjoy a panoramic tour and

Spanish farewell dinner.   

Immerse yourself in UNESCO listed Burgos and the rich, rolling vineyards of the Rioja, follow Spain’s Costa Verde from the
wild Picos de Europa mountains to Santander, and elegant San Sebastian. Visit Biarritz and the mighty French Pyrenees, and
stay in the mighty walled city of Carcassonne. Sleep in historic Paradors and grand hotels, ride high in mountain cable car
rides, relax by the Canal du Midi, take time at leisure in craggy hilltop Cathar villages and sip wine and dine as the lucky locals
do!

2017 DATES

Pre-registrations now open! Call 1300 135 015 or visit albatrosstours.com.au or

contact your travel agent.

LEISURELY 2 & 3 NIGHT STAYS GENUINELY INCLUSIVESMALL GROUPS

STARTS MADRID ENDS BARCELONA
17 May

14 June

12 July

6 September 

16 August 

2 June

30 June

28 July

1 September

22 September


